Trees in the County
Every time I drive around the county I am struck
by the beauty of the various trees, particularly
those with the early spring blossoms. Any day
now our famous lilacs will be blooming
everywhere and we will be literally ‘smelling the
flowers’. Also striking are the many very mature
trees that are part of the history of the county
including the silver maple, willows, shagbark
hickory to name a few. Many mature trees are
located in our towns, and add a beautiful canopy
to each neighborhood. There has been some
concern lately about a few of these massive trees
being cut down. Taking down a mature tree can
be a very difficult decision. Certainly if the tree is
dead or dying your choice is made. But if the tree
is still healthy, you can consider pruning to refresh the canopy, and remove dead and
perhaps dangerous limbs. And always try if possible to replant a similar tree if you do have
to take one down.
In my own garden I have several trees including silver maple, two beautiful birch trees, very
large blue spruce and a few that I have recently planted, Japanese Cherry, (prunus
kwansan) and Service Berry, (Amelanchier canadensis). Before acquiring them I carefully
checked the mature height and width of each tree to ensure that I had the space for them,
always a wise idea with any new tree or shrub. The service berry was chosen for the lovely
spring flowers and the fruit which attracts birds. This is a hardy tree that grows well in both
sun and part shade. And a Japanese Cherry was planted last November and is already
bursting with beautiful pink blossoms.
I do not normally worry too much about the mature trees, but after last year’s drought, I
have been checking them to see that how they are doing. I am seeing more dead branches
on the birches that need to be pruned, but the new growth looks good. All the rain this
spring has been good for the trees. Mature trees can benefit by adding mulch around the
base, and this is certainly good for any tree in drought conditions like we had last summer.
This year I am going to add mulch to my mature trees just in case. It is recommended to
mulch the entire drip line around a tree, but space might not allow, so any mulching would
be beneficial to help retain moisture. Most trees have their feeding roots close to the
ground surface, so mulching helps protect from these roots from grass and weeds
competing for nutrients. Also helps keep the soil around the roots from compacting. Do not
mulch right up to the base of the tree though. Leave about 6 inches around the trunk.

I normally use natural cedar mulch. Any wood mulch is good because this will decompose
and add nutrients.
One thing to consider is whether to fertilize. I always fertilize my evergreen shrubs once in
the spring after a good rain with a specific evergreen fertilizer from the local garden centre.
Mature trees do not normally need to be fertilized but it could be beneficial if there are
signs of stress or decline. For example, pale green or yellow leaves, early leaf drop, lost
vigor or poor growth in general. If this is the case, I would recommend calling an arborist to
have a look, and advise before doing anything. Trees suffer from environmental stress and
a good pruning along with fertilizer just might bring it back.
So enjoy your drives around the county this spring, and take the time to enjoy the beautiful
trees along the way.
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